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Introduction
• Goals:

– long term: use CyberShake as a complete 
alternative PSHA model

– medium term: integrate CyberShake results 
into empirical nonergodic GMMs (Ground 
Motion Models)

• We incorporate spatially varying location, site 
and path effects by establishing a nonergodic
model with spatially varying coefficients

• We use CyberShake Study 15.4 results in 
southern California based on CVM-S4.26.M01

Site effects

v We test the state-of-the-art spatially varying coefficients model (VCM)
with a reduced CyberShake dataset

v VCM can capture spatially varying location and site effects if presented
v Cell-specific attenuation tends to be zero when many paths coming from

a wide range of azimuths, which needs to be addressed in future

Dataset

Methods

Location effects

Figure 1. Map of events
(red dots) and sites (black
triangles) for reduced 
CS15.4. The blue rectangle 
marks the boundary of 3D 
velocity model.

1. Linear regression GMM

3. Gaussian process
Cell-specific attenuation

2. Total residual decomposition

b-1(te) is the spatially varying location effects with event location te
b0(ts) is the spatially varying site effects with site location ts
di is the cell-specific attenuation for cell i
Ri is the traveling distance for seismic wave within cell i
dBe,0 and dS2S0 are aleatory event and site term, respectively

Covariance function: Matern kernel

d is the distance between two events or sites
s, r and n are the hyperparameters of Matern kernel
G and Kn are gamma and modified Bessel function, respectively

We use a reduced dataset from CyberShake Study 15.4 in
southern California. For each rupture (defined by a rupture
plane and magnitude), only one rupture variation is used.

• We use Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA) package 
in R, which significantly reduce computation time

• We use a coarse mesh to constrain the spatial range of events and
sites for reduced CS15.4

• We create a dense mesh with maximum size being half of the 
spatial range of events or sites  

• b-1, b0 and di are solved on the dense mesh

• Because most events have the same stress drop and
there is no spatial correlation of stress drop in
CyberShake datasets, the model produces large-
scale correlation of b-1.

• We create a controlled dataset, in which the stress
drop values are more evenly distributed and the
minimal distance between any two events are ~5 km.

• We observe very strong site responses within Los
Angeles Basin and Ventura Basin, which are expected
from basin effects.

• For cells with large number of paths traveling through,
the attenuation are averaged out from the wide azimuth
coverage.

4. Bayesian approximation (INLA)

Table 1. Reduced CS15.4

Figure 2. Magnitude-Rrup
distribution of reduced CS15.4. 
Color denotes the density of 
PSA measurements.

Figure 3. VS30 histogram 
for sites in reduced 
CS15.4.

Figure 4. (Left) b0 map of reduced CS15.4. (Right) Map of 
standard deviation of b0.

Figure 5. (Left) d map of reduced CS15.4. (Right) Map of 
standard deviation of d.

Figure 6. (Left) Number of paths per cell. (Right) Angular 
standard deviation for each cell.

Figure 7. (Left) b-1 map of reduced CS15.4. (Right) Map of 
standard deviation of b-1.

Figure 9. (Left) b-1 map of controlled dataset. (Right) Map of 
standard deviation of b-1.

Figure 8. Map and histogram of stress drop for controlled 
dataset, respectively.

• The results from the controlled dataset show that the
model can capture the spatially varying location
effects.

• Since the main purpose of simulation-based
nonergodic GMM is to capture the site and path
effects, we could simply exclude location effects in
future models.
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